INTRODUCTION

SAME-SEX MARRIAGE, long a controversial and uniformly prohibited status, is now legally available in several countries. In the Netherlands, Belgium, the Provinces of Ontario, British Columbia, and Quebec, Canada, and—as of May 2004—in the State of Massachusetts, USA, legal marriage is, or will be, open to gay and lesbian couples. In these jurisdictions, the struggle for full recognition of intimate, committed relationships regardless of sex has been won, at least for the moment.
Elsewhere in the world, however, including my own country and here in Britain, the possibility of legal marriage for same-sex couples remains a deeply contested issue. Instead of marriage, some countries allow a more limited recognition of specific rights and responsibilities akin to the incidents of marriage. Thus, a Civil Partnerships Bill is pending before the House of Lords and several European countries permit same-sex couples to enter registered partnerships. The experience in the United States has been mixed. While over 30 years ago the United States Supreme Court foreclosed a claim that the denial of a marriage license to a same-sex couple violates the Equal Protection Clause of the Federal Constitution, in June, 2003, that Court seemingly opened the door to further consideration of the issue.

During the past ten years, four US state courts have found support in their state constitutions for the claims of gay and lesbian couples that they are entitled to enter into same-sex marriages. In two of these states, however, voters subsequently nullified the court’s decision. Thus, in 1993, the Supreme Court of Hawaii held that prohibition of same-sex marriage violated the sex-discrimination component of the state constitution’s equal protection clause, but in 1997 voters approved a constitutional amendment that affirmed the legislature’s power to reserve marriage to heterosexual couples. A similar chain of events occurred in 1998 in Alaska. The judiciary, legislature, and the voters worked together more smoothly in Vermont, where the legislature responded to a 1999 directive of the Vermont Supreme Court to implement its holding that same-sex couples are entitled “to obtain the same benefits and protections afforded by Vermont law to married opposite-sex couples” by holding a series of public hearings on the matter.

The outcome of this public consultation was the adoption of a Civil Union provision that grants same-sex couples “all the same benefits, protections and responsibilities under law ... as are granted to spouses in a marriage” while reserving the legal status of marriage for opposite sex couples. While the point was originally in dispute, the Justices of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court subsequently confirmed that Goodridge did not leave open the Civil Union law.

10. See Haw. Const. art. L s 23 (“The Legislature shall have the power to reserve marriage to opposite-sex couples”); see also Developments, above n 3, at 2016-18 (discussing the Hawaiian experience).
option: the decision mandates equal access to legal marriage, and cannot be satisfied by legislative enactment of a lesser status.15

During 2003, the California Legislature followed Vermont's lead by enacting an expanded Domestic Partnership statute that will become effective in 2005,16 while two other state courts—the Court of Appeals of Arizona,17 and a Superior Court in New Jersey18—rejected claims that their respective state constitutions require the state to grant same-sex couples access to legal marriage.19

With marriage and marriage-like provisions for same-sex couples in place in only a few countries, it may seem premature to consider the conflict of laws aspects of same-sex divorce. Yet great uncertainty exists regarding the effect of even these few provisions in other states or countries,20 and at least one reported Connecticut case has refused to entertain a proceeding to dissolve a Vermont civil union for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.21

The conflicts issue in the divorce cases is not choice of law. Rather, the issue is one of a court's jurisdiction to entertain the divorce proceeding and the enforcement of its resulting judgment elsewhere. Indeed, the conflicts divorce problem is created in large part because same-sex marriage does involve choice of law: each jurisdiction has extended marriage to same-sex couples without imposing a residence requirement. Yet great uncertainty exists regarding the effect of even these few provisions in other states or countries, and at least one reported Connecticut case has refused to entertain a proceeding to dissolve a Vermont civil union for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.

The conflicts issue in the divorce cases is not choice of law. Rather, the issue is one of a court's jurisdiction to entertain the divorce proceeding and the enforcement of its resulting judgment elsewhere. Indeed, the conflicts divorce problem is created in large part because same-sex marriage does involve choice of law: each jurisdiction has extended marriage to same-sex couples without imposing a residence requirement. Yet great uncertainty exists regarding the effect of even these few provisions in other states or countries, and at least one reported Connecticut case has refused to entertain a proceeding to dissolve a Vermont civil union for lack of subject matter jurisdiction.

15. See Opinions of the Justices to the Senate, 802 NE 2d 565 (2004), confirming the holding in Goodridge v Dept of Public Health, 798 NE 2d 941, 969 (Mass. 2003) (following the remedy fashioned by the Ontario court in Hugill and construing "civil marriage to mean the voluntary union of two persons as spouses, to the exclusion of all others"). In the immediate wake of the opinion, however, both some Massachusetts legislators and the state Attorney General held out the possibility that the court's order could be satisfied by the enactment of a civil union statute similar to that of Vermont. See Pam Belluck, "Gays' Victory Leaves Massachusetts Lawmakers Hesitant" New York Times 20 November 2003, at A25 (noting that the options discussed by legislators ranged from doing nothing to seeking a middle ground that would preserve the name "marriage" for opposite-sex couples to enacting a bill authorising same-sex marriage and spelling out how to obtain a marriage license); Frank Phillips & Raphael Lewis, "AG Suggests Bill: Same-Sex Benefits Without Marriage" Boston Globe 21 November 2003, at A1 (quoting Attorney General Thomas F. Reilly as saying he did not read the opinion to require the state to issue marriage licenses to gay and lesbian couples, and noting that Harvard Law Professor Laurence H. Tribe held the opposite view: that the court had mandated that same-sex couples be provided the right to marry). Acting on this possibility, the Massachusetts Senate requested an advisory opinion from the Justices of the Supreme Judicial Court as to whether a civil union bill would be constitutional. See S.2176 (Mass. 2003). This question was answered in the negative. Ibid. 802 NE 2d at 572.


or domiciled within the place of marital celebration, divorce typically does require that sort of permanent connection between the parties, or one of them, to the place of marital dissolution. Thus, if a US opposite-sex couple decides to hold their wedding in romantic Niagara Falls, Ontario, they cannot return there to obtain a divorce without proof that at least one of them has become an Ontario resident. The same rules apply to a same-sex couple who hold their wedding in Toronto because Ontario law permits them to marry. The difference is that the opposite-sex couple can file for divorce at home, where at least one of them is likely to be domiciled, while the same-sex couple may not be able to do so, at least if their home state refuses to recognise that they are legally married. Yet if a member of either couple remarries another partner without obtaining a divorce, Ontario likely would view them as bigamists.

A same-sex couple who live outside Vermont and who travel there to enter into a civil union may encounter similar problems of jurisdiction and recognition of judgments if they later seek a dissolution of their relationship in Vermont or at home.

Given these problems, some preliminary consideration of the conflict of laws aspects of same-sex divorce seems appropriate. Both the parties litigating the conflict of laws issues in these cases and the judges deciding them are hampered by a lack of clear doctrinal guidance, giving rise to the possibility of failure in the even-handed administration of justice. In Part One of this paper, I will discuss divorce following legal marriage, first in international cases and second in interstate US cases as well as in interprovincial Canadian cases. In Part Two, I will examine the availability in the United States of divorce or dissolution following a marriage substitute such as domestic partnerships and civil unions. Finally, in the Conclusion, I will offer some suggestions for reform.

I. DIVORCE FOLLOWING LEGAL MARRIAGE

A. INTERNATIONAL DIVORCE

In the Netherlands, Belgium, and the Canadian Provinces of Ontario, British Columbia, and Quebec, where same-sex couples currently enjoy the same access to legal marriage as do opposite-sex couples, it seems clear that for both sets of couples, marriage can be terminated only in one of the two usual ways: by death or by divorce. This result follows from the very nature of the marriage reform, which was to expand the legal definition of marriage to include same-sex couples. The same result has followed from other expansions in the definition of marriage, such as those that ended the anti-miscegenation laws in the United States by permitting mixed-race couples to marry and those that ended an affinity prohibition in Britain by permitting...

22. E-mail from Professor Nicholas Bala, Faculty of Law, Queen's University, Ontario, Canada, to Hernia Hill Kay (9 December 2003, 12:26:48) (on file with author).
marriage between a man and the sister of his deceased wife. Indeed, access to legal divorce by same-sex couples in countries where they are permitted to marry is considered so unproblematic that it is taken for granted by advocates of same-sex marriage in their discussion of the legal consequences of marriage reform.

Yet the effect to be given same-sex divorces elsewhere remains unclear. As we have seen, the conflicts problem in the divorce cases is not choice of law, but instead centres on jurisdiction and recognition of judgments. To explore what same-sex divorce might mean in practice in an international conflict of laws case, I will consider two hypothetical cases, the first involving an Ontario couple married and divorced in their home country, with enforcement sought in California, the second involving a California couple who married in Toronto and who now seek a divorce. I do not examine in this paper the conflict of laws issues relevant to the custody and support of children.

1. Marriage and divorce at home; enforcement abroad. Let us begin with the easiest scenario: that of a Toronto gay or lesbian couple who married there on 10 June 2003, the earliest date that legal marriage was available to them. The relationship founders, and one spouse files a divorce proceeding in the Superior Court of Justice for the Province of Ontario. In order to file a divorce proceeding in any Canadian province, at least one spouse must have been "ordinarily resident" in the province for one year. The federal law authorises "either or both spouses" to apply for a divorce based on the no-fault ground "that there has been a breakdown of their marriage." Breakdown of marriage, in turn, must be established either by a showing that the spouses have been living separate and apart for at least one year, or, if not, that one spouse has committed a fault-based matrimonial offense against the other, either adultery or cruelty. The separation component of the marriage breakdown provision is not available to our hypothetical couple because (as of the date of this Lecture, 11 December 2003) they have not been married for one year, and therefore they cannot have lived separate and apart for at least one year prior to filing the petition.

24. Deceased Wife's Sister's Marriage Act, 1907, 7 Edw. VII. c. 47 (Eng.).
25. See David L. Chambers, "What If? The Legal Consequences of Marriage and the Legal Needs of Lesbian and Gay Male Couples" (1996) 95 Michigan Law Review 447, 476-79 (discussing the regulation of financial relationships between married partners in the context of divorce); see also Kathleen Burge, "For Gays, Divorce May Soon Be a Useful Right" Boston Globe 3 December 2003 at B1 (noting that access to divorce is "an equally powerful benefit that flows from the ruling" of the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court upholding same-sex marriage).
27. Ibid. s 3 (1) ("A court in a province has jurisdiction to hear and determine a divorce proceeding if either spouse has been ordinarily resident in the province for at least one year immediately preceding the commencement of the proceeding."). I assume that this section does not create a one year waiting period for commencement of proceedings, but that a spouse who had been ordinarily resident in the province for at least one year prior to the marriage could file for divorce at any time.
28. Ibid. s 8(1).
29. Ibid. s 8(2) ("Breakdown of a marriage is established only if (a) the spouses have lived separate and apart for at least one year immediately preceding the determination of the divorce proceeding and were living separate and apart at the commencement of the proceeding; . . .").
30. Ibid. ("(b) the spouse against whom the divorce proceeding is brought has, since celebration of the marriage, (i) committed adultery; or (ii) treated the other spouse with physical or mental cruelty of such a kind as to render intolerable the continued cohabitation of the spouses.").
31. See James C. MacDonald and K Ferrier, Divorce Law in Practice (2nd ed., Toronto: Carswell Publishing, 1986) S.3 s 1 (stating that the statutory residence requirements are substantive and not procedural and cannot be ignored by the court).
they want an immediate divorce, they must show either adultery or cruelty. In order to avoid potential definitional problems associated with the ground of adultery as applied to a same-sex couple, let us assume that the dissolution is sought for breakdown of the marriage because of mental cruelty. Assume further that the Ontario court grants a divorce on that basis, and enters a judgment dissolving the marriage and ordering the payment of periodic support by one party (the “obligor”) to the other (the “obligee”) in the amount of $500 per month. The obligor moves from Canada to the United States, settling in California, and fails to make any payments. When the past due payments total $5000, the obligee (who has continued to live in Toronto) files suit in California to enforce the Ontario judgment.

Will the California court enforce the support obligation? It is not compelled to do so. While the obligation is a money judgment for a determinable amount, not retroactively modifiable in Ontario except under extraordinary circumstances, it is not a sister-state judgment entitled to Full Faith and Credit pursuant to the US Constitution. The Uniform Foreign Money-Judgments Recognition Act, which California has adopted, does not apply to “a judgment for support in matrimonial or family matters.” However, the Uniform Interstate Family Support Act, which California has also adopted, authorises the state where the obligor is present to act as a responding tribunal for the purposes of recognition and enforcement of a child or spousal support order entered by an initiating tribunal in another state or a foreign jurisdiction which has enacted or established substantially similar procedures for the issuance and enforcement of support orders. The Province of Ontario has been

32. Some uncertainty may exist concerning what is meant by “adultery” in a same-sex marriage. The term is not defined in Canadian divorce legislation, and case-law supplies only the usual interpretation applicable to opposite-sex couples. See ibid. at 58 s 19 (Release 2000-5) (citing Orford v Orford, [1921] OLR 15, 22-23, stating, per Orde, J, that the “essence of the offense of adultery consists . . . in the voluntary surrender to another person of the reproductive powers or faculties of the guilty person”). The Supreme Court of New Hampshire has recently held, in a husband’s divorce action against his wife, that her sexual relationship with another woman did not constitute adultery, basing its holding on a dictionary definition referring to “voluntary sexual intercourse between a married man and someone other than his wife or between a married woman and someone other than her husband” and a second definition of “sexual intercourse” that required “insertion of the penis into the vagina” and concluding that this act “clearly can only take place between persons of the opposite gender.” See In re Blanchflower, 834 A.2d 1010, 1011 (NH 2003).

33. See M. v H., [1999] 2 SCR 3 (holding that refusal to allow same-sex partners to seek support while granting such relief to unmarried opposite-sex conjugal couples constituted discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation); Bala, above n 4, at 68-72; Divorce Act, R.S.C., ch. 3 (2d Supp.), s 15(2) (1985) (Can.) (effective 1986).

34. See Marinangeli v Marinangeli, [2003] OJ 2819 (Ct. App.) (granting wife’s motion for retroactive increase in spousal support where husband failed to disclose a material increase of nearly 20% in his income and salary during the year following entry of the support order in breach of his implicit obligation to make disclosure; noting ibid., para 72, that while “the decision to award retroactive support is one to be exercised sparingly” in this case the trial judge’s order was justified; followed in Murray v Murray, [2003] OJ 3350 (Super. Ct.) (setting aside waiver of spousal support in separation agreement because of husband’s failure to disclose increased assets).

35. See US Const. art. IV, s 1 (“Full Faith and Credit shall be given in each State to the public Acts, Records, and judicial Proceedings of every other State. And the Congress may by general Laws prescribe the Manner in which such Acts, Records and Proceedings shall be proved, and the Effect thereof.”).


37. See 9 ULA 348 (Supp. 1999).


39. Ibid. s 4901(6)(2) (defining “state”).
designated as a “foreign reciprocating country” for these purposes.\textsuperscript{40} Thus, assuming that California is willing to treat the obligee as a “spouse” (a point to which I will return in a moment) and the order as one for “spousal support,” the Ontario order could be enforced in California under this procedure.

Moreover, apart from the statutory procedure, existing precedent would permit a California court to recognise the Ontario judgment voluntarily on the basis of comity between nations. In 1955, in \textit{Worthley v Worthley},\textsuperscript{41} Justice Roger Traynor of the California Supreme Court handed down the leading US case permitting voluntary recognition and enforcement of a non-final sister-state spousal support judgment.\textsuperscript{42} In 1960, an intermediate California appellate court extended \textit{Worthley} to permit recognition and enforcement of a modifiable English decree awarding permanent alimony.\textsuperscript{43} Based on these precedents, a California court could and should recognise and enforce the Ontario spousal support judgment in this case.

True, the parties could not have been married in California. Their marriage was, however, valid in the country of their ordinary residence where it was performed. Existing California precedent indicates that recognition and enforcement of an incident of the marital status—here, the support obligation—does not entail an inquiry into the validity of the status itself. Thus, in 1948, a California appellate court recognised the rights of two wives of Dalip Singh Bir, a deceased native of India, to claim their equal intestate shares in his California bank account.\textsuperscript{44} The important point here is that in both cases the marriage status had already been dissolved when relief was sought in a California court: by death in the inheritance case,\textsuperscript{45} and by an Ontario divorce in our hypothetical case. Neither the polygamous family nor the same-sex couple sought to live together as married persons in California. Similar results followed even in courts from Southern states in the United States during the period when mixed-race marriages were prohibited by miscegenation laws: as long as the petitioners did not seek to cohabit within the forum state, their claims to the incidents of marriage were recognised and upheld.\textsuperscript{46} A California court could do as much for the obligee in our case.

2. Marriage abroad, divorce either at home or abroad. Suppose, however, that our hypothetical same-sex couple were two Californians who traveled to Toronto to get married

\textsuperscript{40} See Cal. Dep't of Child Support Services, CSSIN Letter \# 03-01 (21 January 2003); see also Ann Wilton and Judy S. Miyachii, Enforcement of Family Law Orders and Agreements: Law and Practice 1 s 15(1) (2003) (noting that all Canadian provinces and territories have enacted reciprocal enforcement of maintenance orders legislation).

\textsuperscript{41} 283 P.2d 19 (1955) (extending recognition and enforcement to a New Jersey judgment that was both retroactively and prospectively modifiable).


\textsuperscript{43} See \textit{Herczog v Herczog}, 9 Cal. Rptr. 5 (Cal. Ct. App. 1960); see also Scoles et al., above n 42, s 15.37, at 655–56 (calling \textit{Herczog} a “progressive decision”).

\textsuperscript{44} See In re Estate of Bir, 168 P.2d 499, 502 (Cal. Ct. App. 1948) (reversing the trial court’s order that only the first wife could be recognised as decedent’s legal widow).

\textsuperscript{45} Ibid. at 502 (“The decision of the trial court was influenced by the rule of ‘public policy’; but that rule, it would seem, would apply only if decedent had attempted to cohabit with his two wives in California.”).

on 10 June 2003, and returned immediately to live in California. This case actually
can not be so hypothetical. Of the more than 590 gay and lesbian couples who
obtained marriage licenses in Toronto during the first nine weeks following the Halpern
decision, more than 100 were Americans who had crossed the border to marry. If
the marriage of our hypothetical California same-sex couple breaks down, where can
they seek a divorce? In California, in Ontario, or elsewhere? Let us examine each of
these possibilities in turn.

a. California. The California Family Code confers jurisdiction to enter a judgment of
dissolution of marriage on the Superior Court of the county in which one of the par-
ties to the marriage has been a resident for three months and a resident of the state
for six months immediately preceding the filing of the petition. The United States
Supreme Court has interpreted the word “resident” in such statutes to mean “domic-
iliary” for the purpose of requiring sister states to recognise another state’s ex parte
divorce judgment under the Full Faith and Credit Clause of the US Constitution.

Assume that the same-sex couple in our hypothetical case satisfies California’s
domicile and residence requirements. Is that sufficient to enable them to obtain a
divorce in California? Perhaps not. The divorce court’s jurisdiction is not merely to
award support or divide the marital property—although making orders touching those
matters normally accompanies a divorce action—it’s jurisdiction is first and foremost
to dissolve the parties’ marriage. The marriage that is sought to be dissolved took
place in Ontario, where it was valid. Had the spouses been Ontario residents who
obtained a divorce there, their Ontario divorce unquestionably would have dissolved
their marriage, and would have been recognised to have done so throughout
Canada. Must the California court necessarily recognise the validity of the Ontario
same-sex marriage in order to have power to dissolve it, thereby restoring the spouses
to the status of unmarried persons?

Even if the California court is logically required to recognise the marriage for this
limited purpose (a point I will examine below), would its doing so violate California’s
public policy against same-sex marriage? Since 1872 the California Civil Code has con-
tained a statutory choice of law rule initially providing that “all marriages contracted

---

one of the parties to the marriage has been a resident of this state for six months and of the county in
which the proceeding is filed for three months next preceding the filing of the petition.”).
49. Williams v North Carolina, 325 U.S. 226, 229–30 (1945) (citations omitted: Under our system of law, judicial power to grant a divorce---jurisdiction, strictly speaking---is founded on domicile. The framers of the Constitution were familiar with this jurisdictional prerequisite, and since 1789
neither this Court nor any other court in the English-speaking world has questioned it. Domicile implies
a nexus between person and place of such permanence as to control the creation of legal relations and
responsibilities of the utmost significance. The domicile of one spouse within a State gives power to that
State, we have held, to dissolve a marriage wheresoever contracted.

See also U.S. Const. art. IV, s 1 (text quoted above n 35).
becomes final is to restore the parties to the state of unmarried persons.”).
51. See Divorce Act, RSC, ch. 3 (2d Supp.), s 14 (1985) (Can.) (effective 1986) (“On taking effect, a divorce
granted under this Act dissolves the marriage of the spouses.”).
52. Ibid. s 13 (“On taking effect, a divorce granted under this Act has legal effect throughout Canada.”).
outside this state which would be valid by the laws of the country in which the same were contracted, are valid in this state." The current statement of the rule substitutes the term "jurisdiction" for "country" but otherwise remains essentially the same. Both texts omit any reference to the usual US "public policy" exception to marriage recognition which permits the forum to refuse to recognise marriages validly contracted elsewhere which violate its local public policy, such as marriages that would be polygamous or incestuous under forum law. In the early twentieth century, the public policy exception was thought to be strongest when applied to couples whose planned marriage was forbidden by the law of their common domicile and who traveled to another state or country where the marriage was permitted, planning to return home following the ceremony and to resume residence there as a married couple.

In 1912, the National Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws ("NCCUSL") promulgated the Uniform Marriage Evasion Act, which declared such marriages void. No national consensus could be mustered in support of this approach, however, and NCCUSL formally withdrew the Act in 1943.

A different conflict of laws approach has been taken to the recognition of the incidents, as distinguished from the status, of marriage. Scholars both in the US and Canada have argued that the state or country where the incident is sought to be enjoyed, rather than the place where the marriage was performed, should provide the governing law. This was the approach taken by the court in Estate of Bir, which, as we have seen, recognised the right of two wives in a polygamous marriage validly contracted in India to claim their intestate share of their deceased husband's California property. In doing so, the appellate court rejected the trial court's reliance on California's public policy against polygamous marriages as a basis for denying enforcement of the financial incidents of that marriage. Under this analysis, divorce is itself considered to be one of the incidents of marriage. California's statutory marriage recognition choice of law rule, read literally and without qualification by the public policy exception, would permit a California court to recognise the parties' Ontario marriage for any purpose. If so, one might argue, surely that rule would permit a California divorce court to recognise the marriage for the limited incidental purpose of dissolving it.

53. See Cal. Civ. Code s 63 (Derring 1872) (current version at Cal. Fam. Code s 308 (West 2003)) (based on 1850 Cal. Stat. ch. 140 s 5, reprinted in Compiled Laws of the State of California, 1850-1853, ch. XXXV s 5 (S. Garfield, 1853) ("All marriages contracted without this state which would be valid by the laws of the country in which the same were contracted, shall be valid in all courts and places within this state.").
54. See Cal. Fam. Code s 308 ("A marriage contracted outside this state that would be valid by the laws of the jurisdiction in which the marriage was contracted is valid in this state.").
57. Ibid. at 629 & n 116 (noting that only eleven states adopted this provision, while only five states adopted the entire Act).
58. Ibid. at 614-16 (citing cases from England, Canada and the United States).
61. See Taintor, above n 56, at 615-16; Maddaugh, above n 59, at 142.
Even if this argument might have prevailed when Bir was decided in 1948, however, two subsequent statutory enactments have imposed obstacles that must be overcome before reaching that conclusion today. First, in 1977, the California legislature amended the definition of marriage to limit the persons who may be married in the state to "a man and a woman."\textsuperscript{62} Secondly, in 2000, California voters adopted an Initiative Measure which provides that "[o]nly marriage between a man and a woman is valid or recognized in California."\textsuperscript{63} As codified, the initiative measure now appears as Family Code section 308.5, immediately following section 308, which contains the unaltered choice of law rule. Is there a conflict between the two provisions? If so, which should prevail in our hypothetical California same-sex divorce case—the more recent and specific prohibition in section 308.5, or the general language of section 308?

To answer this question, it is necessary to consider the effect of the Federal Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), a statute enacted by Congress and signed by President Clinton in 1996\textsuperscript{64} during the height of the mainland debate over the impact in sister states of the possible legalization of same-sex marriage in Hawaii. Between 1993, when the Hawaii Supreme Court held that denial of marriage licenses to same-sex couples violated the state constitution and 1997, when the voters of Hawaii approved a constitutional amendment affirming the legislature's power to limit marriage to opposite sex couples,\textsuperscript{65} debate over whether the Full Faith and Credit clause of the Federal Constitution would require sister states to recognize same-sex marriages reached "epidemic proportions."\textsuperscript{66} One of DOMA's major purposes was to relieve other states of the possibility that the Full Faith and Credit clause would be given such effect.\textsuperscript{67} On this point, the coverage of DOMA is limited to the scope of the Full Faith and Credit clause: both apply only to a state of the United States, a territory or possession of the United States, or to an Indian tribe.\textsuperscript{68} Neither the Full Faith and Credit clause itself, nor DOMA, has any application to our hypothetical California divorce case because the same-sex marriage the parties seek to dissolve took place in Ontario, which as a Canadian province is not subject to the Full Faith and Credit clause.

In the wake of DOMA, a majority of states enacted similar provisions, called "mini-DOMAs," declaring their local public policy against same-sex marriages. California's Initiative Measure, section 308.5, is one of these provisions. The immediate question is whether section 308.5 applies more broadly than DOMA to prohibit recognition of same-sex marriages performed in other nations.

\textsuperscript{62} See Cal. Fam. Code s 300 (West 1994) ("Marriage is a personal relation arising out of a civil contract between a man and a woman, to which the consent of the parties capable of making that contract is necessary.") (as amended by 1977 Cal. Stat. ch. 339 s 1).

\textsuperscript{63} See Cal. Fam. Code s 308.5 (West 2003). (Section 1 of Proposition 22 reads "This act may be cited as the "California Defense of Marriage Act ".")

\textsuperscript{64} See Pub. L. No. 104-199, 110 Stat. 2419 (codified at 1 USC s 7 and 28 USC s 1738C (2000)). DOMA provides in relevant part that "[n]o State, territory, or possession of the United States, or Indian tribe, shall be required to give effect to any public act, record, or judicial proceeding of any other State, territory, possession, or tribe respecting a relationship between persons of the same sex that is treated as a marriage under the laws of such other State, territory, possession, or tribe, or a right or claim arising from such relationship." 28 USC s 1738C.

\textsuperscript{65} See above nn 9–10.

\textsuperscript{66} See Borchens, above n 55, at 148.

\textsuperscript{67} Ibid. at 150.

\textsuperscript{68} See above n 64.
In interpreting statutes, California courts attempt to ascertain the intent of the lawmakers in order to effectuate the statutory purpose, and they use the same approach in construing initiative measures. To discover the intent of the voters who enacted the initiative measure, courts typically look to the arguments pro and con set forth in the voter information guide distributed as part of the election materials. The Voter Information Guide accompanying the 7 March 2000, primary election does not mention marriages performed in foreign countries. The opposing arguments by proponents and opponents of the initiative measure, Proposition 22, are limited to discussing marriages performed in other states of the United States. For example, the rebuttal to the argument against Proposition 22 stated in part that: "The truth is, unless we pass Proposition 22, legal loopholes could force California to recognize 'same-sex marriages' performed in other states." The language of Proposition 22 is strikingly narrower than that contained in most of the mini-DOMAs enacted in other states. An examination of 30 such provisions enacted between 1994 and 1998 identifies their common motivation as a reaction to the same-sex marriage debate involving Hawaii, and notes that 26 of the 30 statutes "include explicit language that foreign marriages between persons of the same sex will not be recognized." The broadest provision is that of Florida, which prohibits recognition of same-sex marriages entered into "in any jurisdiction, whether within or outside the State of Florida, the United States, or any other jurisdiction, either domestic or foreign, or any other place or location." As of 2003, only two of the mini-DOMAs are expressly limited to marriages performed in another state. Moreover, five states with statutory marriage recognition choice of law provisions substantially similar or identical to California's Family Code section 308 made clear in the enactment of their mini-DOMAs that these earlier provisions do not apply to same-sex marriage. California's provision does not contain such an express

---

70. Ibid. at 1200-04.
71. California Voter Information Guide, 7 March 2000 Primary Election 50-55, 132 (Cal. Secretary of State Bill Jones, 2000). The analysis by the legislative analyst, which is provided for all initiative measures, provides the following "background" to the measure: "Under current California law, 'marriage' is based on a civil contract between a man and a woman. Current law also provides that a legal marriage that took place outside of California is generally considered valid in California. No state in the nation currently recognizes a civil contract or any other relationship between two people of the same sex as a marriage."
72. Ibid. at 53 (Rebuttal to Argument Against Proposition 22, signed by Dana S. Kruckenberg, Amy Williams, and Star Parker).
73. See David Orgon Coolidge & William C. Duncan, "Definition or Discrimination? State Marriage Recognition Statutes in the "Same-Sex Marriage" Debate" (1998) 32 Creighton Law Review 3, 5 (noting that these statutes "originated as a spiral of responses to a sequence of three events in Hawaii.").
74. Ibid. at 12.
76. Okla. Stat. Ann., tit. 45, s 3.1 (West 1996) (effective 1 January 1997) ("A marriage between persons of the same gender performed in another state shall not be recognized as valid and binding in this state as of the date of the marriage."); W. Va. Code Ann. s 48-2-603 (West 2003) (effective 1 September 2001) ("A public act, record or judicial proceeding of any other state, territory, possession or tribe respecting a relationship between persons of the same sex that is treated as a marriage under the laws of the other state, territory, possession, or tribe, or a right or claim arising from such relationship, shall not be given effect by this state.").
77. See above nn 53-54 and accompanying text.
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statement of intent to amend section 308. Instead, the text of Family Code section 308.5, read in light of its purpose as stated in the Voter Information Guide, is limited to declaring that California will not be bound to recognize a sister state law extending the right to marry to same-sex couples. This limitation is hardly surprising, since California, like other states, is free to grant or deny recognition to foreign country same-sex marriages simply by invoking its local public policy on a case-by-case basis without fear of contrary direction from the Full Faith and Credit clause.79 There was, and is, no need to mandate protection against a non-existent constitutional compulsion to recognize foreign country marriages.

How, then, are Family Code sections 308 and 308.5 to be read together? The broadest interpretation might be to join the two sections together to form a single provision, somewhat as follows: “Only a marriage between a man and a woman contracted outside this state that would be valid by the laws of the jurisdiction in which the marriage was contracted is valid or recognized in California.” Even this expansive reading, however, would not prohibit a California court from granting a divorce to a California same-sex couple who married in Ontario. This result follows from the distinction mentioned earlier80 between recognition of the status of the marriage for purposes of its performance in California and recognition of the incidents of that status upon its dissolution. Both the Ontario court in Halpern, and the Massachusetts court in Goodridge listed examples of the benefits that flow from marriage.81 A California same-sex couple married in Ontario could not expect to be granted these benefits while living together as a married couple in California, because to extend that recognition would be to treat the marriage as valid. On the other hand, if a California court, in adjudicating the couple’s claims against each other in the process of granting them a divorce, confirmed ownership to property in one or the other, its decision would not constitute recognition of the marriage, but merely an enforcement of its financial incidents.

It should be evident that what is ultimately at stake here is the affirmation of the same-sex couple’s right to claim their inclusion in the public institution of marriage. That is what sections 308 and 308.5, if expansively read together, prohibit at least as applied to a same-sex marriage performed in a sister state.

A narrower reading, however, is possible in the case of same-sex marriages performed in foreign countries. This interpretation would leave section 308 as it stood prior to the adoption of section 308.5 and would limit the latter provision to the purposes for which it was enacted. Thus, both section 308.5 and the earlier amendment to California’s definition of marriage82 were designed to make clear that same-sex marriages can neither be performed in California, nor, if contracted in sister-states, be recognized as valid in California. Neither provision expressly prevents a California

79. See Larry Kramer, "Same-Sex Marriage, Conflict of Laws, and the Unconstitutional Public Policy Exception" (1997) 106 Yale Law Journal 165, 1987-90 (arguing that although DOMA and the state mini-DOMAs are unconstitutional as a violation of the Full Faith and Credit Clause, which he reads to prohibit “a state’s refusal to apply another state’s law, otherwise applicable under forum choice-of-law rules, on the ground that it promotes a policy the forum finds repugnant,” this objection does not apply to international cases).
80. See above n 58-60.
81. Halpern, 65 OR 3d at paras 102-07, pp. 188-90; Goodridge, 798 N.E.2d at 955-57.
court from dissolving a same-sex marriage contracted in a foreign country. To the extent that the divorce court's jurisdiction must analytically rest on the prior existence of a marriage, it is sufficient for the court to refer to Ontario law to establish the validity of the marriage there. Since the parties do not seek to live together as a married couple in California, or to enjoy the benefits of marriage there, California's public policy opposing same-sex marriage is not offended by the divorce court's issuance of a decree of dissolution any more than the state's public policy against polygamy was offended by the probate court's grant of property rights to the two widows in Estate of Bir. True, the marriage had previously been terminated by death in Bir, whereas the California court is itself being called upon to dissolve the Ontario marriage in our hypothetical case. But the court's action in doing so actually furthers California's local public policy against same-sex marriage since its judgment will put to rest any claim that the parties may assert to cohabit in California as a married couple. Their right to cohabit in California as an unmarried couple is unchallenged.

A similar conceptual problem faced the California Supreme Court earlier, in the case of Hudson v Hudson, when it had to decide whether to grant alimony in the absence of an existing marriage. The parties in Hudson separated in California on 6 April 1957, when the husband left the wife and went to Idaho, where he obtained an ex parte divorce on 19 June 1957. In the interim, on 22 April 1957, the wife filed a divorce action in California, seeking temporary and permanent alimony. The husband appeared in the California action, tendered his Idaho decree, and objected to the court's jurisdiction over the wife's action. He contended that the Idaho judgment, which was entitled to Full Faith and Credit in California, had preempted the court's power to dissolve the marriage a second time. He argued further that the California Civil Code required an existing marriage as a jurisdictional prerequisite for the award of temporary alimony. Justice Traynor held that jurisdiction in California was proper. He reasoned that at the time the wife filed her action, there was an existing marriage. Although under the US Supreme Court's doctrine of divisible divorce Idaho had jurisdiction to dissolve the marriage, it lacked jurisdiction to terminate the wife's right to claim alimony without personal jurisdiction over her. Therefore, Traynor held, "if the Idaho decree dissolved the marriage, her prayer for divorce is moot and only her prayer for permanent alimony remains to be adjudicated." To defendant's further argument that a California court could grant alimony only in an action for divorce, Traynor cited an 1869 case holding that the trial court had general equity powers to grant alimony in cases aside from those specifically provided for by statute. He
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85. 344 P.2d 295 (Cal. 1959).
86. See Estin v Estin, 334 US 541, 549 (1948) ("The result in this situation is to make the divorce divisible—to give effect to the Nevada decree as far as it affects marital status and to make it ineffective on the issue of alimony. It accommodates the interests of both Nevada and New York in this broken marriage by restricting each State to the matters of her dominant concern.").
87. See Hudson, 344 P.2d at 299.
88. Ibid. at 300 (citing Galland v Galland, 38 Cal.2d, 267-68 (1869)).
concluded that "California has a dominant interest in the well-being of her domiciliaries, and the courts of this state are open to adjudicate their support rights following an ex parte divorce." 89

**Hudson** makes the larger point that, once a marriage has broken down, divorce is a necessary and wholesome device for sorting out the conflicting claims of the adults who initially formed the relationship, settling property disputes, clarifying title to land, and, in cases where there are children, providing for their future custody and support. 90 The configuration of California's marriage and divorce statutes prior to the introduction of divisible divorce was not shaped with migratory divorce in mind. Accordingly, the pre-existing laws had to be reinterpreted to accommodate the new legal regime, even if that required allowing a court to grant alimony to a previously divorced spouse. Similarly, the existing pattern of divorce laws was not drafted with same-sex marriage in mind. Yet the same need exists to provide a legal remedy in international cases where a same-sex marriage has broken down, even if that requires allowing a court to grant a divorce to a couple who could not have been married within the court's jurisdiction.

b. **Ontario.** Now suppose that our California same-sex couple, instead of seeking a divorce at home, decided to return to Ontario, where the marriage was performed, to try to obtain a divorce there. In order to file a divorce proceeding in any Canadian province, at least one spouse must have been "ordinarily resident" in the province for at least one year immediately prior to the commencement of the proceeding. 91 Whether the spouse who establishes an ordinary residence in Ontario also must show an intention to remain there is less clear. Jean-Gabriel Castel and Janet Walker, in their treatise on Canadian conflict of laws, indicate that although the term "residence" is not the same as the term "domicile," since an individual may have more than one residence, 92 for the purpose of establishing divorce jurisdiction "an individual is considered to have only one ordinary residence at or during a given time." 93 In determining divorce jurisdiction, the Canadian courts reportedly have followed the interpretation of the words "ordinarily resident" in English cases construing the Matrimonial Causes Act of 1950, and courts in both countries have adopted the "real home" test of ordinary residence. 94 Thus, it may be the case that unless at least one of the California spouses is prepared to relocate to Ontario, no divorce may be obtained there.

If this conclusion is accurate, the argument for sustaining California's jurisdiction to grant a divorce to our same-sex couple is strengthened. California's governmental inter-
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89. Ibid. at 300-01.
91. See above n 27 and accompanying text.
93. Ibid. at s 4.17.b.
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"The inference is strong that the inquiry must be directed at finding the one true home among several places of residence. This element of exclusivity makes the inquiry resemble that which is carried on in a determination of domicile; the mental element or the intention of permanency (be it to remain in the case of a new place of residence or to return in the case of a place where roots have already been established) becomes paramount where the test is 'what is the individual's real home?'"
best in regulating the family relationships of her domiciliaries extends to providing a procedure that will enable them to regularise their status, just as in the Hudson case that interest extended to providing a procedure for the wife to press her alimony claim following her husband's ex parte divorce.\(^{95}\) If no such relief is available in the country where the same-sex couple contracted the marriage, the country of their common domicile should step in to provide a remedy. As we have seen, even if the parties married in Ontario in order to evade the contrary marriage law of their common domicile, the policy against recognition of such evasionary marriages has been considerably weakened and should not prevent the court from terminating the disfavored status.\(^ {96}\)

c. Nevada? Unhappy US spouses began resorting to Nevada, known as the country's most prominent "divorce mill,"\(^ {97}\) in the 1920s through the 1940s to seek release from marriage bonds that could not be untied conveniently under the restrictive divorce laws of their home states. In these cases, unlike the same-sex divorce cases, the paramount issue was choice of law. Based on two mandatory requirements—six weeks actual residence in the state by one spouse and testimony establishing domicile—which together conferred both subject-matter jurisdiction over the marriage and a constitutional basis for applying forum law, Nevada's unilateral ex parte divorces\(^ {98}\) and her bilateral decrees entered with participation of the other spouse\(^ {99}\) flourished under the protection of US Supreme Court interpretation of the Full Faith and Credit clause until the nation-wide adoption of no-fault divorce laws in the 1970s and 1980s rendered migratory divorce largely unnecessary.\(^ {100}\) Although the nation's mores about divorce have changed, Nevada's liberal divorce laws and procedures have remained the same. The Nevada voters, however, adopted a mini-DOMA as part of the state constitution, effective 22 November 2002,\(^ {101}\) which would create the same problems of the same. The Nevada voters, however, adopted a mini-DOMA as part of the state constitution, effective 22 November 2002,\(^ {101}\) which would create the same problems of
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\(95\) See above n 90 and accompanying text.

\(96\) See above nn 56-57 and accompanying text. But see Borchers, above n 55, at 157 (noting that "[e]ven without a 'marriage evasion' statute, courts have looked with less favor on marriages in states with very little connection to the parties, and entered into for the purpose of circumventing the domiciliary state's restrictions."). See also Maine Rev. Stat. Ann. tit. 19-A § 701(1) (West 2003) ("When residents of this State, with intent to evade this section and to return and reside here, go into another state or country to have their marriage solemnized there and afterwards return and reside here, that marriage is void in this State.").


\(98\) See Williams v North Carolina, 317 US 287 (1942) (requiring North Carolina to recognise a Nevada ex parte divorce obtained there on a showing of domicile by one party to the marriage).

\(99\) See Sherr v Sherr, 334 US 343 (1948) (holding that husband who had appeared in wife's Florida divorce proceeding and had the opportunity to litigate the court's jurisdiction was barred from relitigating these matters in a subsequent Massachusetts case he brought against the former wife).


\(101\) See Nev. Const. art. 1 § 21 ("Only a marriage between a male and female person shall be recognized and given effect in this state."). See also Nev. Rev. Stat. Ann. § 122.020 (Mitchie, 1998 Replacement Vol.) (defining the persons capable of marriage as "[a] male and a female person, at least 18 years of age, not nearer of kin than second cousins or cousins of the half-blood, and not having a husband or wife living, may be joined in marriage.").

\(102\) See Friedman, above n 90, at 664.
move for the state now to be forced to reinvent migratory divorce for its married same-sex couples.

B. Interstate or Interprovincial Divorce

How, if at all, will the situation upon divorce of a California same-sex couple planning to marry in Massachusetts in May 2004, or that of an Alberta same-sex couple who married in Ontario, British Columbia, or Quebec differ from that of our hypothetical California couple who married in Toronto in June 2003? In both cases, any attempt by the couple to procure a divorce in the place where the marriage was performed will encounter the same jurisdictional objections involving ordinary residence or domicile previously examined. Accordingly, I will focus here on whether the same-sex couple can be divorced in their home state or province following a marriage elsewhere.

1. Interstate divorce in California following a Massachusetts marriage. A threshold barrier here is the 1913 Massachusetts Marriage Evasion statute which prohibits nonresidents from contracting marriages in Massachusetts that would be void if contracted in their home jurisdiction. Since the California same-sex couple could not marry at home, this statute defers to their home state policy by refusing to permit them to marry in Massachusetts as well. The logic of Goodridge appears to foreclose resort to this statute. If the Massachusetts constitution prohibits refusing access to marriage to same-sex couples, how can that same constitution permit such refusal based on the differing marriage law of California? Note that the Massachusetts statute does not distinguish between same-sex couples based on their status as resident or nonresident: a nonresident couple from a state that permitted same-sex marriage could marry in Massachusetts. Rather, the distinction is drawn based on the substantive prohibition in the other jurisdiction’s marriage law. But if Massachusetts denies the California couple a marriage license, it is not simply applying the other jurisdiction’s law but rather imposing a prohibition created by its own law. It seems inconsistent with the reasoning of Goodridge to defer to a law the state deems unconstitutional simply because another jurisdiction takes a different view of the matter.

Even if this argument is accepted, however, and the California same-sex couple is allowed to marry in Massachusetts, a more difficult obstacle to their ability to obtain a divorce in California appears. This difficulty lies in the application of DOMA and California’s mini-DOMA, the first a Federal statute authorising and the second a state statute requiring California to deny recognition to same-sex marriages performed in the state. Once again, however, the text of the California provision is narrower than that of other similar statutes. For example, it does not provide, as the Georgia
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mini-DOMA does,\textsuperscript{106} that "the courts of this state shall have no jurisdiction whatsoever under any circumstances to grant a divorce or separate maintenance with respect to such marriage." Nor does it exclude, as some others do,\textsuperscript{107} recognition of the incidents of marriage granted upon termination.\textsuperscript{108} I would argue as a textual matter, therefore, that California is free to grant a dissolution of the Massachusetts marriage without violating Family Code section 308.5. Even apart from this argument, there remains the larger question of whether the mini-DOMAs—and DOMA itself—are constitutional in the interstate as distinguished from the international context. US conflicts scholars are divided on this point,\textsuperscript{109} with Professor Kramer arguing that these provisions are unconstitutional, and with Professor Borchers taking the opposite view. Resolution of this dispute is beyond the scope of this paper, but it will surely be presented in the context of the Massachusetts ruling.

2. Interprovincial divorce in Alberta following an Ontario marriage. To avoid being forced into recognition of same-sex marriage, the Province of Alberta enacted the Adult Interdependent Relationships Act, effective 1 June 2003, which created the new status of an "adult interdependent relationship," applicable to same-sex and opposite-sex non-marital conjugal relationships, while reserving the status of "marriage" for opposite-sex couples.\textsuperscript{110} Whether Alberta, considered the most conservative of Canadian provinces, would be required to grant a divorce to an Alberta couple married in Ontario is unclear. The issue may shortly become moot, however, for as Professor Bala\textsuperscript{111} points out in his recent paper, Canada appears to be moving toward a national solution to same-sex marriage. The Government chose not to appeal the decision of the Ontario Court of Appeals in \textit{Halpem} that held the Charter forbade denial of marriage to same-sex couples. Instead, it announced its support of same-sex marriage, and referred draft legislation to achieve that end to the Supreme Court of Canada for an opinion of its constitutional validity.\textsuperscript{112} Since the federal government has jurisdiction over marriage, including defining the capacity to marry,\textsuperscript{113} a decision by the
Court upholding the Draft Bill would supersede Alberta's attempt to restrict marriage to opposite-sex couples. At the time Professor Bala’s paper was published, the Court was expected to hear argument on the Reference by spring 2004 and he anticipated a decision by the end of 2004 or early 2005. The current government, however, may have lengthened that schedule by suggesting an additional question for the Court's consideration: whether a civil union bill would be a permissible alternative.

II. LEGAL DIVORCE FOLLOWING CIVIL UNIONS AND DOMESTIC PARTNERSHIPS WITHIN THE UNITED STATES

The most comprehensive and recent US statutory provisions creating marriage-like relationships for same-sex couples were enacted in Vermont in 2000 and in California in 2003. Both Vermont’s Civil Union Act and California’s Domestic Partner Rights and Responsibilities Act expressly differentiate the relationships they create from marriage. Both statutes also create provisions for terminating the same-sex relationships they authorise. The Vermont Act simply confers jurisdiction to dissolve civil unions upon the family court, which also dissolves marriages, and instructs the court to use the same procedures and afford the same substantive rights and obligations in both sets of cases. The California Act tracks the Family Code by providing two procedural avenues for ending a domestic partnership: a dissolution procedure and a
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117. See Vt. Stat. Ann. Tit. 15, § 1201-07 (“Civil union’ means that two eligible persons have established a relationship pursuant to this chapter, and may receive the benefits and protections and be subject to the responsibilities of spouses.”); (“Marriage’ means the legally recognized union of one man and one woman.”).
118. See Domestic Partner Act, above n 16, s 1(c) (“This act is not intended to repeal or adversely affect any other ways in which relationships between adults may be recognized or given effect in California, or the legal consequences of those relationships, including, among other things, civil marriage, enforcement of palimony agreements, enforcement of powers of attorney, appointment of conservators or guardians, and petitions for second parent or limited consent adoption.”). For good measure, the California Act also disclaims any intent to affect Proposition 22, California’s mini-DOMA. See ibid. s 4(j) (“This section does not amend or modify any provision of the California Constitution or any provision of any statute that was adopted by initiative.”).
119. See Vt. Stat. Ann. tit.15, s 1206 (“The family court shall have jurisdiction over all proceedings relating to the dissolution of civil unions. The dissolution of civil unions shall follow the same procedures and be subject to the same substantive rights and obligations that are involved in the dissolution of marriage in accordance with chapter 11 of this title, including any residency requirements.”).
120. See Domestic Partner Act, above n 16, s 8(d):

"The superior courts shall have jurisdiction over all proceedings relating to the dissolution of domestic partnerships, nullity of domestic partnerships, and legal separation of partners in a domestic partnership. The dissolution of a domestic partnership, nullity of a domestic partnership, and legal separation of partners in a domestic partnership shall follow the same procedures, and the partners shall possess the same rights, protections, and benefits, and be subject to the same responsibilities, obligations, and duties, as apply to the dissolution of marriage, nullity of marriage, and legal separation of spouses in a marriage, respectively, except as provided in subdivision (a) [relating to termination of domestic partnerships, see below n 121], and except that, in accordance with the consent acknowledged by domestic partners in the Declaration of Domestic Partnership form, proceedings for dissolution, nullity, or legal separation of a domestic partnership registered in this state may be filed in the superior courts of this state even if neither domestic partner is a resident of, or maintains a domicile in, the state at the time the proceedings are filed."
termination procedure. As in Vermont, the California Act grants jurisdiction to the Superior Court over the dissolution of domestic partnerships and similarly instructs the court to follow the procedures and enforce the same rights and responsibilities applicable to the dissolution of marriage. The termination procedure is modeled after the procedure set forth in the Family Code for Summary Dissolution of Marriage, applicable to uncontested proceedings where the marriage is of short duration (five years or less), childless, and where the parties own no real property and only a small amount of community personal property ($25,000 or less), owe less than $4000 of outstanding debt, and waive any rights to spousal support. The termination of a domestic partnership is an extra-judicial proceeding in which both partners file a Notice of Termination with the California Secretary of State, which becomes effective six months after the date of filing. The termination has the same effect as the entry of a judgment of dissolution of a domestic partnership.

A. DISSOLUTION OF VERMONT CIVIL UNIONS

How does a same-sex couple who entered into a civil union in Vermont get their relationship dissolved? Once again, as in the situation of the Ontario same-sex marriage, the domestic case—that of a same-sex couple from Vermont who entered into a Vermont Civil Union—seems easily resolved, while the conflicts problem—that of a couple domiciled elsewhere who came to Vermont to form a civil union—is quite complex. Each will be examined briefly in turn.

1. Formation and dissolution of Civil Union at home, enforcement abroad. Assume a Vermont couple enters into a civil union in Vermont and later seeks a dissolution there. Like other states in the United States, Vermont requires both residence and domicile to establish jurisdiction to grant a divorce. The statutory requirement is that either party to the marriage must have been a resident of the state for six months before a complaint may be filed and for one year before the divorce decree may be entered. The domicile requirement has been supplied by the courts. Presumably, our hypothetical Vermont same-sex couple can meet both requirements. Vermont’s list of grounds for divorce is a mixture of fault and no-fault grounds. The no-fault ground requires six months separation and a finding “that the resumption of marital relations is not reasonably probable”.
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marital relations is not reasonably probable." The list of fault grounds includes one—called "intolerable severity"—that may seem more malleable than the others, but which traditionally has been construed narrowly. Even though it requires a six month waiting period, the separation ground is probably safest.

An immediate problem that arises in the Vermont domestic case is similar to the one that confronted the California court with respect to the same-sex couple who married in Ontario: is there a "marriage" to be dissolved here? Some tension appears to exist between Vermont's divorce provisions, which (as in California) confer jurisdiction on the court to entertain a "complaint for divorce ... brought if either party to the marriage" has resided within the state for a specified time, and its Civil Union Act, which confers jurisdiction on the family court "over all proceedings relating to the dissolution of civil unions." This apparent conflict should not be difficult to resolve. The Civil Union Act, the more recent of the two statutory enactments, should simply be interpreted to have enlarged the jurisdiction of the Vermont divorce court to encompass both complaints for divorce and proceedings to dissolve civil unions. Such an interpretation would be consistent with the policy underlying the Civil Union Act, which is to create an alternative form of relationship distinct from, but parallel to, marriage.

2. Civil Union formed abroad in Vermont, dissolution either abroad or at home. So far, so good. Now comes the hard part: that of the same-sex couple from outside Vermont—say from Connecticut—who enter into a civil union in Vermont and then want to have the relationship dissolved. Let us consider three possible jurisdictions that might be available: first, Vermont itself; secondly, another state (such as California) which has enacted a statute creating a status similar to the civil union legislation; and thirdly, another state without similar legislation where the couple, or one of them, resides. Let us begin with Vermont.

(a) Vermont. As we have seen, Vermont has empowered its family court to dissolve civil unions. In doing so, however, it has expressly retained "any residency requirements" imposed under the divorce provisions. As noted above, these requirements include six months residence within Vermont before the proceeding is commenced, and a full year before any decree may be entered, plus a showing of domicile. This appears to mean that at least one member of the civil union must be prepared to spend a year in Vermont in order to obtain a dissolution of the relationship there. Does it also mean that one of them must establish a domicile there? Arguably not: insofar as the domicile requirement rests on the United States Supreme Court's constitutional holdings governing jurisdiction to dissolve a marriage, the requirement may not apply to the dissolution of a relationship, such as a civil union,
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which by definition is not a marriage. Of course, there is nothing to prevent a Vermont court from interpreting the civil union provision to impose a jurisdictional domicile requirement as a matter of state law. Once again, however, the policy underlying the creation of the civil union as an alternative to marriage which nonetheless effectively confers upon same-sex couples the benefits and responsibilities of marriage—including access to the courts for purposes of the dissolution of their relationship—would seem to weigh against any such additional requirement. Such an interpretation would mean that the Connecticut same-sex couple could return to Vermont to have their civil union dissolved simply by meeting the residency requirements. Of course, spending a year in Vermont may not be convenient, or even possible, for one of the parties. It seems wise, therefore, to explore the remaining alternatives.

(b) California. The California Domestic Partnership Act that will become effective on 1 January 2005, contains a conflict of laws provision that does not appear in the Vermont Act, which might facilitate a California court’s award of a dissolution to the Connecticut couple following a Vermont civil union. Section 9 provides that

> “[a] legal union of two persons of the same sex, other than a marriage, that was validly formed in another jurisdiction, and that is substantially equivalent to a domestic partnership as defined in this part, shall be recognized as a valid domestic partnership in this state regardless of whether it bears the name domestic partnership.”

By its terms, section 9 applies to Vermont Civil Unions, but not to either Ontario, British Columbia, Quebec or (in 2004) to Massachusetts same-sex marriages. Moreover, as we have seen, the California Act permits a same-sex couple who entered into a Domestic Partnership in California to file a proceeding for dissolution of the partnership there “even if neither domestic partner is a resident of, or maintains a domicile in, the state at the time the proceedings are filed.” Do these two provisions, read together, permit our Connecticut same-sex couple who entered into a civil union in Vermont to file dissolution proceedings in a California Superior Court without a showing of residence or domicile? Perhaps. But a bit of analytical work is required to reach that result.

As applied to same-sex couples who enter into a Domestic Partnership in California, the dissolution jurisdiction provision is in two parts. The first part requires same-sex couples who file a Declaration of Domestic Partnership form in California to consent to the jurisdiction of the California Superior Court in the event of dissolution, “even if one or both partners ceases to be a resident of, or to maintain a domicile in, this
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136. See Domestic Partner Act, above n 16, s 9. A notewriter proposed the enactment of such a provision as compelled by California’s progressive public policy toward homosexuals and same-sex couples. See Christopher D. Sawyer, Note: “Practice What You Preach: California’s Obligation to Give Full Faith and Credit to the Vermont Civil Union” (2003) 54 Hastings Law Journal 727, 749.

137. The drafters of the Domestic Partner Act may have thought that recognition of marriages performed elsewhere was already covered by Cal. Fam. Code s 308, see above nn 53–54, or they may have been wary of running afoul of Cal. Fam. Code s 308.5, see above n 63. For a discussion of these two provisions, see above nn 53–84 and accompanying text.

138. See Domestic Partner Act, above n 16, s 8(d) (quoted above n 120).
The second part provides that a dissolution proceeding may be filed in the Superior Court in accordance with this consent "even if neither domestic partner is a resident of, or maintains a domicile in, the state at the time the proceedings are filed." These provisions confer jurisdiction on the Superior Court to dissolve a domestic partnership entered into in California based on the consent of the parties. Put in conflict of laws terms, these provisions, taken together, define the dissolution of a domestic partnership as an action in personam, rather than an action in rem. Unlike a divorce action, which requires subject matter jurisdiction over the marriage res normally conferred by the domicile of at least one party within the state, the dissolution of a domestic partnership may proceed by the parties' submission to the court. But the California statute does not make this provision available to any same-sex couple. Instead, the consent provision must be filed at the time of the formation of the domestic partnership, rather than at the time of its dissolution. Read literally, only same-sex couples who have filed and registered their Declaration of Domestic Partnership form in California are permitted to rely on their written consent set out there for purposes of obtaining jurisdiction for dissolution of the partnership without regard to subsequent domicile or residence in the state.

This is the point at which the meaning of section 9 becomes critical. A broad interpretation of section 9 might overcome the limiting effect of a literal reading of the consent provision. Section 9 extends recognition to participants in a Vermont civil union and treats them the same as partners in a California domestic partnership. One incident of a California domestic partnership is the ability to consent to jurisdiction in personam for purposes of dissolving the partnership. If the Vermont couple is prepared to consent to jurisdiction in California at the time of dissolution, why should their consent be rejected simply because their relationship—which is "substantially equivalent" to a California domestic partnership—was not formed in California? The statutory language of section 9 seems broad enough to encompass this interpretation.

What objections might be raised against such an interpretation? One that comes easily to mind is that California may not want to open the doors of its courts to entertain same-sex dissolution proceedings arising from relationships formed elsewhere. Given the large number of non-resident same-sex couples who have flocked to Vermont to enter into civil unions, California, a state whose public services are already strained for lack of adequate funding, may not wish to attract more business for its family courts. From this perspective, California has already done more than other states by facilitating dissolution proceedings in its courts by same-sex couples—many of whom may also turn out to be from other states—who have chosen to file their Domestic Partnership forms in the state.

Constitutional objections may exist, however, that prevent California from refusing to extend access to its courts to same-sex couples who are citizens or residents of other states. The Privileges and Immunities Clause is the major obstacle, although
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the Equal Protection Clause may also play a role. The role played by the former clause in the conflict of laws remains obscure, despite recent judicial efforts at clarification of its scope. Still, the unifying policy underlying its prohibition against discrimination aimed at non-residents would tend to support an argument that California is required to extend this benefit to citizens and residents of other states if its denial is based simply on the fact of non-residency. In particular, since California has voluntarily extended recognition to civil union participants for other purposes, to deny them access to the California courts for purposes of dissolution seems unjustified.

(c) Connecticut. In discussing the situation of a non-resident same-sex couple who entered into a civil union in Vermont and later sought a dissolution in Connecticut, we finally encounter an actual, rather than a hypothetical, case. Plaintiff Glen Rosengarten and defendant Peter Downes entered into a civil union in Vermont on 31 December 2000. On 11 July 2001, Rosengarten filed a complaint in Connecticut seeking an order dissolving the civil union. At the time he filed the complaint, plaintiff alleged that he had been a resident of Connecticut for at least one year and that defendant was a resident of New York. The trial court judge, without holding a hearing, dismissed the action on his own motion for lack of subject matter jurisdiction. Plaintiff appealed. In response to an order from the Connecticut Appellate Court to articulate the reasons for his order, Judge Michael Shay indicated that neither the Connecticut statute nor the Practice Book which defines the court's jurisdiction mentions any power to dissolve civil unions. Citing a Connecticut statute providing that "the current public policy of the state of Connecticut is now limited to a marriage between a man and a woman" as well as DOMA, he concluded that "the legislature of a sister state cannot, in effect, make such a determination for the people of Connecticut."}

Judge Shay’s order was affirmed by the Appellate Court on 30 July 2002. The court noted, in an opinion written for a three judge panel by Judge Joseph P. Flynn, that plaintiff had not sought to invoke the trial court’s jurisdiction under section 46b-1 (1) over dissolution of marriage, since a Vermont civil union is not a marriage, but had instead relied on the court’s jurisdiction under section 46b-1 over “all such other matters within the jurisdiction of the Superior Court concerning children or family relations as may be determined by the judges of said court.”

143. See US Const. amend. XIV, § 1 ("nor shall any State . . . deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.").
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that plaintiff did not ask the trial court to terminate a marriage, Judge Flynn reasoned that plaintiff’s argument implicitly required the court “to recognize the validity of the Vermont civil union as a matter concerning family relations,” adding that “[i]f Connecticut does not recognize the validity of such a union, then there is no res to address and dissolve.”

Judge Flynn’s argument equates a civil union with a marriage for purposes of subject matter jurisdiction to dissolve the relationship. In doing so, it equates a marriage-like status with traditional marriage, and treats the state’s interest in regulating the status of marriage as the same as its interest in affording same-sex couples the common benefits of legal marriage. This argument goes beyond what Vermont did in creating the civil union as an alternative to marriage. While Vermont extended “all the same benefits, protections, and responsibilities” to same-sex couples “as are granted to spouses in a marriage” it withheld from them the status of marriage. The Connecticut appellate court has also withheld from them the remedy of divorce, on the ground that to grant a dissolution of the civil union would be to admit the existence of marriage itself. This is contrary to what Vermont did. Instead, by conferring upon its Family Court the power to dissolve civil unions in addition to its existing power to dissolve marriages, the Vermont legislature preserved the distinction between the civil contract and the public status even at the point of dissolution.

At bottom, the Connecticut appellate court does not appear to be so much opposed to the idea of a dissolution of the civil union as it is unwilling even to consider that it could grant a dissolution without elevating the civil union to a marriage. As we have seen, this analytical problem is not insurmountable even where a state like California is asked to dissolve a foreign country same-sex marriage. It should pose even less difficulty here, where the state creating the same-sex civil union has expressly refused to equate it with marriage.

The Connecticut appellate court is on firmer ground in its rejection of the plaintiff’s attempt to bring his dissolution proceeding under the Superior Court’s catchall jurisdiction over “family relations.” Noting that the subsection (17) was added as part of a court merger bill joining the jurisdiction of the Connecticut Court of Common Pleas and the Superior Court, Judge Flynn reasoned that nothing in the legislative history of that merger supported such an expansive interpretation of the subsection. If the legislative history indicates that the legislative intent was not to go beyond an effectuation of the court merger, this interpretation appears to be a reasonable, albeit limited, reading of the provision. This ground alone would have been sufficient to sustain the trial court’s decision without going into the question of whether granting the relief requested would equate a civil union with a marriage.

Turning to plaintiff’s argument that Connecticut owed Full Faith and Credit to the Vermont Civil Union Act, the appellate court agreed with the trial court’s observation that the Vermont legislature could not legislate for the people of Connecticut. Judge Flynn reasoned that Vermont’s action in creating a civil union did not have the
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"extraterritorial effect" of expanding Connecticut's definition of a "family relations matter" to include jurisdiction over proceedings to dissolve civil unions. 156 Plaintiff had sought to bring recognition of the civil union within the marriage recognition choice of law rule discussed earlier, 157 arguing that "only if there is a strong public policy in Connecticut against recognition of civil unions should the court refuse to recognize the civil union and thus justify a refusal to act on its dissolution." 158 Pointing out that Connecticut has a strong public policy against discrimination based on sexual orientation, plaintiff noted that a Connecticut citizen who entered into a marriage in Vermont could have the marriage dissolved by divorce in Connecticut, but a Connecticut citizen who entered into a civil union in Vermont would be required to move to Vermont and establish residency there to dissolve the civil union—a clear discrimination against homosexuals. 159 Moreover, plaintiff argued, Connecticut's refusal to enact a mini-DOMA "signaled its willingness to recognize civil unions by refusing to state that as a matter of public policy it will refuse to recognize same sex marriages." 160 Finally, as his third point designed to show that Connecticut policy was not opposed to civil unions, plaintiff cited the recent enactment of a statute permitting second parent adoptions for gay partners, a statute that overturned a contrary court decision. 161

In rejecting these arguments, Judge Flynn convincingly established that there is another side to the statutes relied on by plaintiff—one which accompanied each step taken in Connecticut toward expanding the rights of homosexuals to be free of job discrimination and to adopt children with limiting statutory language designed to prevent these laws from being used as a springboard to seek a more general recognition of the gay lifestyle. 162 Thus, in prohibiting employment discrimination against homosexuals, the legislature had cautioned that nothing in the statute shall be construed "(1) to mean the state of Connecticut condones homosexuality or bisexuality or any equivalent lifestyle . . . (4) to authorize the recognition of or the right of marriage between persons of the same sex, or (5) to establish sexual orientation as a specific and separate cultural classification in society." 163 And in authorising second parent adoption by gay couples, the legislature had inserted into the statute a statement of "public policy re marriage" which reads: "It is further found that the current public policy of the state of Connecticut is now limited to a marriage between a man and a woman." 164 Moreover, it had further cabined its action in passing the "gay adoption bill" by adding a section dispelling the notion that anything in the statute could be
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"construed to establish or constitute an endorsement of any public policy with respect to marriage, civil union or any other form of relation between unmarried persons or with respect to any rights of or between such persons other than their rights and responsibilities to a child who is a subject of adoption as provided for in [these] sections."165

In explaining these two legislative statements, Judge Flynn cited legislative history relevant to the enactment of the adoption bill to show that a number of legislators sought to prevent the Connecticut courts from using it as a stepping stone toward extending marriage-like rights to gay and lesbian couples as the Vermont court had done earlier with a similar statute.166 Finally, Judge Flynn noted that the Connecticut legislature had failed to act on two bills introduced on 2 February 2002, one to authorise same-sex marriage, the other to create civil unions.167 He concluded that "a civil union is not a family relations matter and, therefore, the court was correct in determining that it had no subject matter jurisdiction to dissolve the civil union under s46b-1 (17)."168

Although the opinion in Rosengarten does not carry the authority of a decision by the state's highest court, which had granted an appeal to review the issue of subject matter jurisdiction only to dismiss the case as moot when plaintiff's death ended the relationship,169 it nonetheless deserves careful attention as the first US court to address the question of a state's jurisdiction to dissolve a same-sex relationship entered into in another state.170 From that perspective, the most striking aspect of the appellate court's opinion is that virtually all of its analysis is devoted to same-sex marriage, rather than to same-sex divorce. Yet the only issue before the trial court was whether plaintiff, a citizen and resident of Connecticut, could have access to the superior court to dissolve a legal relationship he contracted in Vermont. As he made clear in his brief,171 his only alternative was to move to Vermont and establish residence there as a prerequisite for obtaining the relief he sought. In its analysis of plaintiff's Full Faith and Credit claim, the court acknowledged his connection to Connecticut in these words:

"[w]e conclude that the plaintiff in the present case has a significant set of contacts with this state because he is a resident of Connecticut and has chosen a Connecticut court as the forum in which he seeks the dissolution of this civil union. . . . [O]ther than having entered the civil union in Vermont, neither party to the civil union has any other significant contact with that state."172
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The appellate court's analysis of the relative contacts of the parties and the transaction with the respective states for purposes of the Full Faith and Credit clause is correct as far as it goes. Its own statement of the test, however, omits the crucial role played in that analysis by the factor of state interests—a factor that was expressly mentioned by the authorities it cited. As initially phrased by the United States Supreme Court in *Allstate Insurance Co. v Hague*,\(^{173}\) and as quoted in the *Rosengarten* opinion, the test to be satisfied by the forum state in order to be able to apply its own law rather than the law of another state is that the forum state "must have a significant contact or significant aggregation of contacts, creating state interests, such that choice of its law is neither arbitrary nor fundamentally unfair."\(^{174}\) Connecticut's contacts with the plaintiff, as its citizen, and his status as a member of a civil union that he sought to dissolve, are the factors that create a state interest in the application of Connecticut law. But which Connecticut law is to be applied? The appellate court looked at the matter only from the perspective of marriage law, rather than divorce law, and concluded that since plaintiff and his same-sex partner could not have entered into any kind of marriage or marriage-like legal relationship in Connecticut that required dissolution, the trial court was correct to have dismissed his case. What the court did was to decide that Connecticut, having the constitutional right to apply its law, in effect had no law to apply.

If the court had focused on the question of divorce, and if it had kept clearly in mind that plaintiff did not ask to be allowed to cohabit in Connecticut with his partner in the Vermont civil union but rather to be freed of any such obligation, and—most significantly—if it had been able to put aside its obvious concern that to recognize the civil union for purposes of its dissolution might require it in future cases to recognize such unions for all purposes, it might have reached a different conclusion. But that outcome will have to await another day, and perhaps another court.

B. **Dissolution of California Domestic Partnerships**

Since the new California Domestic Partnership law will not become effective until 1 January 2005, no cases have yet arisen under its dissolution provisions.\(^{175}\) One aspect of those provisions is worth notice now, however, since it may serve as a model for other states considering the problems of same-sex divorce in the conflict of laws. The provision confers jurisdiction on the California Superior Courts over "proceedings for dissolution, nullity, or legal separation of a domestic partnership registered in this state... even if neither domestic partner is a resident of, or maintains a domicile in, the state at the time the proceedings are filed."\(^{176}\) As noted earlier,\(^{177}\) this provision effectively makes dissolution of a domestic partnership a proceeding in personam rather than in rem. Proceedings for a declaration of nullity or legal separation brought by married persons have not been thought to require domicile as the basis for jurisdiction, since neither proceeding dissolves the marriage res. A divorce, however, does dissolve the
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marriage and so domicile has been constitutionally required. Is the California provision, which permits dissolution of a domestic partnership without a showing of domicile, constitutional?

As long as the distinction between a domestic partnership (or a civil union) and the status of marriage is preserved, the provision on its face does not appear to encounter constitutional problems. In the absence of marriage, California may look to contacts other than domicile with the parties and the transaction to support the application of California law. As drafted, the provision is based on two contacts: the consent of the parties at the time of the formation of the domestic partnership to submit to the jurisdiction of the California divorce court, and the fact that the parties entered into the domestic partnership in California. The first contact—consent—is normally accepted as sufficient to confer jurisdiction on a court of general jurisdiction over a transitory personal civil claim, while the second follows the lead of New York, which for many years conferred jurisdiction on its courts to grant divorces to couples who had married in New York, regardless of their current residence or domicile. These two contacts should be sufficient here to confer jurisdiction on the California court to dissolve the domestic partnership registered in California, and as I have argued above, also to dissolve similar marriage-like legal unions to which California has extended recognition.

The adoption of similar provisions conferring jurisdiction on divorce courts to dissolve domestic partnerships without a showing of domicile or residence will solve many of the conflict of laws problems examined in this paper. If Vermont had enacted a similar provision, for example, Glen Rosengarten could easily have returned to Vermont to seek a dissolution of his civil union. With personal jurisdiction over both parties, the divorce court would be able to settle their financial and property claims. States that enact domestic partnership or civil union laws should anticipate that same-sex couples from other states will be drawn to avail themselves of this symbolic recognition of their relationship. These states should also be willing to remove existing barriers to the dissolution of those relationships.

CONCLUSION

The debate over same-sex marriage is only a small part of the larger controversy about the status and legal treatment of homosexuals. The consecration of an openly gay Episcopal Bishop in New Hampshire in November 2003 threatened to split the worldwide Anglican Communion. The presence of gay and lesbian soldiers in the US military services remains an open secret. Even the wisdom of allowing gay and lesbian parents to rear children is contested. Still, the right of same-sex couples to
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marry touches an especially sensitive cultural nerve in western industrialised countries and accordingly has been particularly hard fought. In both Canada and the United States, the opposing sides are readying themselves for a final struggle. But the attitudes of the two nations are quite dissimilar, with Canadians being more tolerant and accepting of same-sex marriage and other controversial social issues than Americans. Still, political efforts are underway both in Canada and the United States to evade the judicial decisions rendered in 2003 upholding same-sex marriage. In Canada, where Prime Minister Jean Chrétien's government had accepted the court decisions, and moved to make same-sex marriage part of the federal law, the current government led by Prime Minister Paul Martin has broadened the Reference to the Supreme Court of Canada to include a third question asking whether the opposite-sex requirement for civil marriage is consistent with the Charter.

In the United States, President George W. Bush defended the limitation of marriage to a man and a woman in the wake of the contrary Massachusetts ruling, but stopped short of calling for an amendment to the US Constitution. By the end of February, 2004, however, with gay and lesbian couples flocking to San Francisco to take advantage of Mayor Gavin Newsom's order that marriage licences be issued to same-sex couples, President Bush announced his support for a constitutional amendment to protect marriage.

In the furor over same-sex marriage and marriage-like relationships, the matter of providing for a dissolution procedure for these relationships, even as a matter of domestic internal family law, has been neglected. A US notewriter has proposed a uniform judicial dissolution proceeding for same-sex couples in domestic partnerships or civil unions. The American Law Institute has created rules that govern termination of the relationship of domestic partners, applicable to both same-sex and opposite-sex couples. The Civil Partnerships Bill now pending in the House of Lords empowers a court to provide that a civil partnership is to cease to have effect by issuing a "cessation order." None of these proposals examine the conflict of laws aspects of the dissolution procedure and none discuss divorce following same-sex marriage.

This paper has identified the two major conflict of laws problems that require resolution if same-sex divorce is to become available alongside same-sex marriage: the provision of a court empowered to dissolve the marriage, and a mechanism for
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enforcing the judgment of such a court elsewhere. These problems arise because same-sex marriage is so unusual today. Unlike opposite-sex marriage, same-sex couples cannot count on being able to obtain divorces at the place where they choose to live together as a married couple. If their matrimonial domicile does not itself recognise same-sex marriage, then same-sex divorce may be unavailable there as well. One solution to this problem is for countries (including states and provinces) that allow same-sex marriage to make provision in their own laws permitting parties who married there to return there if divorce becomes necessary without regard to the customary requirements of domicile, ordinary residence, nationality, or lengthy periods of physical presence. These requirements have traditionally been used to safeguard the interests of the parties' home state against migratory divorce in which the parties were seeking a liberal divorce law to escape their own rigid laws. They used a divorce jurisdiction approach to solve a divorce choice of law problem. Today, a country, state or province that permits same-sex marriage should have no policy against providing a procedure for same-sex divorce, even if the parties are not and never have been domiciled or ordinarily resident there. When the marriage has broken down, the smooth administration of the law should facilitate the orderly settlement of the claims of the parties against each other and against third parties.\footnote{92. See Hoogs, above n 190, at 716–20.}

If this suggestion is accepted and spelled out clearly in legislation, the second conflict of laws problem arises: that of recognition and enforcement of the divorce judgment. This problem is analytically easier to resolve than the first, although paradoxically its solution may be more difficult for other countries (including states and provinces) to accept. The normal conflict of laws rule for marriage recognition permits enforcement of the incidents of marriage—one of which is divorce—even if the status of marriage itself would not be recognised. If the country where the incident is sought to be enforced accepts this choice of law rule, it should be willing to enforce the judgment. If, however, the recognising country takes the position of the Connecticut appellate court that decided Rosengarten, it may not be willing to do so. This problem, unlike the first, cannot be resolved by the rendering country acting alone, although bilateral agreements remain a possibility.

If the Supreme Court of Canada rules favourably on the Reference submitted by former Prime Minister Chrétien's government, both these conflict of laws problems could be resolved as part of the federal legislation that could be drafted to implement the decision. In the United States, where the Congressional DOMA, the many state mini-DOMAs, and a potential Constitutional amendment forbidding same-sex marriage all stand in the way of such a solution, more divisive and contentious struggle seems to lie ahead. Still, it may not be too soon for the American Law Institute, which has taken the bold step of proposing both the creation and dissolution of domestic partnerships, to begin considering a Model Same-Sex Divorce Law, with attention given to the conflict of laws implications.